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new conditions would have been difficult enough; coming as the
consequence of a lost national war, it was not only almost
incapable of solution, it was barely comprehended as a problem.
Not only did the party system inherited from the Empire not
evolve as it should have done; the necessity for evolution was
only rarely perceived. The abiding fact was that impotent parties
were no longer impotent, and yet the party remained an end in
itself, and the parties remained what they had been under the
Empire organizations, obstructive to, not co-operating in, govern-
ment. The creation of a ministry was not an emanation; it was
a concession, and the parties never for a moment let any ministry
forget that its constitution was the result of the voluntary surrender
of a portion of party power which could be revoked at will. The
tradition to which the parties were accustomed was that of strong
government imposed upon them; the natural reaction was to
make quite sure that no government which they supplied would
be strong enough to impose itself.
This is what is meant by the romantic phrase, "the party
tyranny'5; it was a tyranny, and the parties intended it to be one.
That such a tyranny was contrary to the true spirit of the parlia-
mentary system they failed to see because of two circumstances.
The first was the abnormal conditions of the post-war period
under which no government could possibly be strong, and
which, indeed, often made government of any kind farcical; and
the second, the fatal adoption of a mathematically exact system
of proportional representation which encouraged the multiplication
of parties, and effectually prevented any one party ever even
hoping for power as power is understood in a parliamentary
state. Now politics is in essence a struggle for power; otherwise
there is no reality in it. In Republican Germany there could be
no struggle for power until conditions arose in which power
could be used, and then only a struggle for a share in power.
Proportional representation condemned Germany to a perpetual
succession of coalition ministries.
If the theory of parliamentary democracy reposes more or less
on the two-party system, first by historical tradition, and second
by the fact that any division in parliament actually brings into

